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Questions for Respondents

The FASB staff invites individuals and organizations to comment on the content in this proposed 

Reference Style Guide (Guide) for the GAAP Financial Reporting Taxonomy (GRT) and the SEC 

Reporting Taxonomy (SRT) (collectively referred to as the “GAAP Taxonomy”) and, in particular, on the 

questions below. Respondents need not comment on all of the questions. 

Comments are requested from those who agree and those who disagree with the content. Comments are 

most helpful if they identify and clearly explain the issue or question to which they relate. Those who 

disagree are asked to describe their suggested alternative(s), supported by specific reasoning and 

examples, if possible.

1. Do you find this proposed Guide useful? If not, what additional improvements would you 

propose?

2. Should any of the sample language or additional considerations for assigning a reference role 

listed in Section 2.2 be removed? If yes, what would you propose?

3. Is there additional guidance that you believe would be useful in determining the reference role for 

the elements found in the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Accounting Standards 

Codification® (ASC) that you would include? If yes, what would you propose?

4. Are there any other types of references other than those listed in Section 3 whose format you 

would find useful to have? If yes, what are the types?
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Section 1. Overview

The main purpose of this guide is to aid Taxonomy staff in analyzing the presentation and disclosure 

requirements of the ASC to determine the appropriate role and format of the reference related to 

elements included in the GAAP Financial Reporting Taxonomy (GRT) and the SEC Reporting Taxonomy 

(SRT) (collectively referred to as the “GAAP Taxonomy”) as a result of existing requirements and any 

amendments to the ASC in an Accounting Standards Update (ASU). Additionally, it is intended to serve as 

a reference for users of the GAAP Taxonomy to understand how reference roles are assigned to element’s 

references and to illustrate the format of those references.

While constituents may find the information in this Guide useful, users looking for guidance to conform 

to U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) XBRL filing requirements should look to the SEC 

EDGAR Filer Manual and other information provided on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov/

structureddata.
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Section 2. Assignment of Reference Roles

2.1. General Overview

Reference roles help with element selection and provide additional metadata for each element so that 

users of the GAAP Taxonomy can sort and query on the basis of reference role assigned to the element.

References are a better starting point in selecting elements for generally accepted accounting principles 

(GAAP) and SEC reporting requirements than navigating the element’s labels in the GAAP Taxonomy. 

Typically, elements are referenced to requirements within Sections 45, 50, 65, and S99 of the ASC 

although elements may be referenced to other Sections as well. In addition, the assignment of references 

better supports the topical search capabilities available in the Inline XBRL viewer found on the SEC's 

website at https://www.sec.gov and the requirement of EDGAR Filer Manual (Volume II) EDGAR Filing, 

Rule 6.6.29 that states the following:

When choosing the most appropriate element for facts in one or more 
periods, the element’s link:reference elements take precedence over the xbrli:periodType 
attribute, which takes precedence over the type attribute, which takes precedence over the 
element’s documentation string if present, which in turn takes precedence over the 
standard label string.

A reference can be assigned different reference roles based on different factors. Such factors include 

either language in the ASC guidance or SEC literature or the reference's function, which is largely 

dependent on the element’s use. There are six reference roles:

– Disclosure (disclosureRef)
– Example (exampleRef)
– Recommended disclosure (recommendedDisclosureRef)
– Common practice (commonPracticeRef)
– Different transition period (otherTransitionRef)
– Legacy (legacyRef)

The disclosure (disclosureRef), example (exampleRef), and recommended disclosure 

(recommendedDisclosureRef1) reference roles are based on specific language found in the ASC guidance 

or SEC literature related to presentation and disclosure requirements. Section 2.2 includes examples of 

language from the ASC that points to the specific role to be assigned to the element’s reference and 

additional considerations.

Three reference roles assigned on the basis of their function are common practice (commonPracticeRef), 

different transition period (otherTransitionRef), and legacy (legacyRef). Elements used in practice that 

are not specifically required by ASC guidance or SEC literature generally get a common practice reference 

role. However, in some instances, the common practice reference role can be assigned to references for 
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concepts that are similar to, but not included in, a list of examples found in the ASC. References that are 

slated for removal in a future GAAP Taxonomy have a transition period reference role. Elements with a 

legacy reference role alert users of the GAAP Taxonomy that the reference has not yet been evaluated and 

the assignment of the appropriate reference role is pending. Section 2.2 includes considerations for 

choosing the reference role on the basis of its function and some examples of language from the ASC that 

may point to the specific role to be assigned to the element's references even though language from the 

ASC is not a primary indicator of appropriateness for those three roles.

A decision tree to aid in the understanding of how reference roles are assigned to elements is included in 

Appendix.

Elements that are used to meet the SEC requirements for financial schedules, condensed consolidating 

financial information for guarantors, crypto-assets, and disclosures about oil-and gas-producing activities 

are included in the SRT. The SRT also includes dimensional elements, that are used by GAAP filers, 

whose underlying recognition and measurement are not specified by GAAP.

The elements published in the SRT will only include references to SEC literature (example a) and the 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) regulations (example b) and the elements published in 

the GRT (including the import of the SRT elements) will include ASC references to the ASC guidance 

(example c), ASC references to SEC literature (for instance, SEC Regulation S-X included in the ASC in 

example d), and SEC references not included in the ASC (for instance, Regulation S-K in example e):

a. Elements in the SRT with SEC reference

Element name: GuarantorAndIssuerGuaranteedSecurityTableTextBlock
Standard label: Guarantor and Issuer, Guaranteed Security [Table Text Block]
Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-X (SX)
Number:  210
Section:  13
Subsection:  01
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (4)(i)

b. Elements in the SRT with CFTC reference

Element name: RequiredNetCapitalUnderCommodityExchangeAct1
Standard label: Futures Commission Merchant, Commodity Exchange Act, Required Net Capital
Publisher:  CFTC
Name:   Rule 17
Number:  1
Section:  17
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (1)(i)
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c. Elements in the GRT with ASC reference to the ASC guidance

Element name: ContractWithCustomerLiability
Standard label: Contract with Customer, Liability
Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   606
Subtopic:  10
Section:  50
Paragraph:  8
Subparagraph: (a)

d. Elements in the GRT with ASC reference to SEC literature (Regulation S-X)

Element name: GuarantorAndIssuerGuaranteedSecurityTableTextBlock
Standard label: Guarantor and Issuer, Guaranteed Security [Table Text Block]
Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   470
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  1A
Subparagraph: (SX 210.13-01(a)(4)(i))

Please note that in the GRT, this element also includes the SEC reference that is published in both the 
GRT and SRT:

Element name: GuarantorAndIssuerGuaranteedSecurityTableTextBlock
Standard label: Guarantor and Issuer, Guaranteed Security [Table Text Block]
Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-X (SX)
Number:  210
Section:  13
Subsection:  01
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (4)(i)

e. Elements in the GRT with SEC reference not included in the ASC (Regulation S-K)

Element name:        FinancingReceivableBeforeAllowanceForCreditLoss
PredeterminedInterestRateMaturityAfterYearOne

Standard label:       Financing Receivable, before Allowance for Credit Loss, 
Predetermined Interest Rate, Maturity, after Year One

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section:  1404
Paragraph:  b
Subparagraph: (1)

References from different sources have different parts, and each part has its own unique format. The 

parts and formats depend on the source of the requirement and whether the source has been included in 

the ASC. The most common references and their formats are discussed in Section 3.
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2.2. Definitions of Reference Roles, Examples of Language Commonly Used in the ASC, and Additional 

Considerations

Disclosure 
(disclosureRef)

Reference to 
documentation that 
details an 
explanation of the 
reporting 
requirements 
relating to the 
concept.*

A disclosure reference role may be 
appropriate when the following language is 
used:

• Shall disclose/be disclosed…
• Shall present/be presented…
• Information about...including...
• Are included...
• Would include...
• ...significant component...would 

include...

Other indications that the reference on the element 
should receive a disclosure reference role:

• There is language in the ASC that 
specifically requires that a concept be either 
presented in financial statements or 
included in the notes to financial 
statements.

• A text block element that either relates to 
the entire Topic or Subtopic in the ASC or a 
specific descriptive requirement in the 
paragraph or subparagraph of the Topic in 
the ASC.

Example 
(exampleRef)

Reference to 
documentation that 
illustrates, by 
example, the 
application of the 
concept that assists 
in determining 
appropriate usage.*

An example reference role may be 
appropriate when the following key phrases 
are used:

• Such as...
• Could include...
• For example,...
• Example of...could include... 

(specific list)
• Generally, would include...
• Expense such as the following....
• Would include, for example....

Other indications that may indicate that the 
reference on the element should receive an example 
reference role:

• The ASC paragraph includes examples of 
components of a broader concept in a list 
and the component being reported on is 
specifically mentioned in that list as an 
example.

• The element is associated with an 
illustration within ASC Section 55—
Implementation Guidance and Illustrations.

Reference Role Definition Sample Language Additional Considerations

*Extensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) 2.1, Recommendation 31 December 2003 with errata corrections to 20 February 2013, Table 
9, https://www.xbrl.org/Specification/XBRL-2.1/REC-2003-12-31/XBRL-2.1-REC-2003-12-31+corrected-
errata-2013-02-20.html#Reference-role-attribute-values
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Reference Role Definition Sample Language Additional Considerations
Recommended 
Disclosure 
(recommendedDisc
losureRef)

Reference to 
documentation that 
details an 
explanation of 
recommended 
disclosures relating 
to the concept.*

A recommended disclosure reference role 
may be appropriate when the following 
language is used:

• An entity also shall consider...
• Disclosure is useful...
• Encouraged but not required...
• Either be given...or...reflected...
• To meet the objectives...a reporting 

entity may consider disclosing the 
following...

• An entity also is encouraged to 
disclose information...

• It may be desirable to present...
• …may combine...
• Shall also consider supplementing...
• Management is encouraged to 

supplement...

Other indications that the reference on the element 
should receive a recommended disclosure reference 
role:

• There is language in the ASC that suggests 
that a presentation or disclosure is 
encouraged but not required.

• References to literature that have the SEC as 
its publisher should not be assigned 
recommended disclosure roles because of 
the nature of SEC requirements. The SEC 
generally issues only specific presentation 
and disclosure requirements.

*Extensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) 2.1, Recommendation 31 December 2003 with errata corrections to 20 February 2013, Table 
9, https://www.xbrl.org/Specification/XBRL-2.1/REC-2003-12-31/XBRL-2.1-REC-2003-12-31+corrected-
errata-2013-02-20.html#Reference-role-attribute-values
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Reference Role Definition Sample Language Additional Considerations
Common Practice 
(commonPracticeR
ef)

Reference for 
common practice 
disclosure relating to 
the concept. Enables 
reference to a 
related 
requirement.†

A common practice role may be appropriate 
when the following language is used:

• Shall disclose the information 
required...in a manner that allows 
users to understand the amount, 
timing, and uncertainty...

• ...and other factors...(but does not 
describe the factors)

Other indications that the reference on the element 
should receive a common reference role:

• The concept is not an illustration or 
example and is not specifically required or 
recommended to be disclosed in the ASC.

• The element is specific, but the requirement 
is broad. It includes, but is not limited to, 
member elements or elements that could be 
listed in the ASC paragraph but are not 
specifically mentioned.

• Filers are reporting a net concept in 
addition to the gross components of the 
concept that are specifically required.

• If a paragraph states that recognition of the 
concept should be recorded as an 
adjustment to another account and there is 
no specific requirement to report the 
adjustment amount separately, the element 
representing the adjustment should have a 
common practice reference role.

• The filer uses a tabular format to meet the 
presentation and disclosure requirements 
even though there is no specific 
requirement.

Different 
Transition Period 
(otherTransitionRe
f)

Reference that is 
transitional and 
applicable to entities 
that apply nonpublic 
entity timing in 
adoption of 
amendments from 
ASUs.

N/A Other indications that the reference on the element 
should receive a different transition period 
reference role:	

• Elements related to requirements in the 
ASC that are superseded by amendments in 
ASUs retain their references with different 
transition role until the new guidance is 
fully effective.

• Elements affected by transition 
requirements for companies whose effective 
date is different from public entities 
(principally, emerging growth companies).

† https://specifications.xbrl.org/registries/lrr-2.0/#role-commonPracticeRef
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2.3. Assignment of Reference Roles for a Dimensional Structure

A dimensional structure is used when there is disaggregation of a line-item concept into more than one 

category. The reference role that each component of the dimensional structure is assigned depends on 

how the requirement to disaggregate is written in the ASC. Some requirements are specific, while others 

are broad. There are typically five types of elements in a dimensional structure. They are the hypercube 

(also known as the table), axis, domain, member, and [Line Items] abstract elements. Below is an 

illustration of reference role assignments for each element in the dimensional structure on the continuum 

(left to right) from required with specific categories to recommended but not required and no specific 

categories. Elements within the dimensional structure listed in the table below will include the same 

reference as each line-item concept subject to disaggregation.
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Continuum → Disaggregation
required with specific 

categories and 
members

Disaggregation 
required with specific 
categories. Members 
are commonly used

Disaggregation
required with specific 
categories. Members 

are user-defined*

Disaggregation
required with 
categories and 

members commonly 
used or provided in 

examples

Disaggregation 
required

with categories 
commonly used or 

provided in 
examples. Members 

are user-defined*

Disaggregation not 
required but 

commonly used with 
no specific categories 

or members

Disaggregation not 
required but 

recommended with 
no specific categories 

or members

TOPICS

ELEMENTS

Fair Value
(Topic 820)

Investment Companies
(Topic 946)

Insurance
(Topic 944)

Revenue
(Topic 606)

Leases
(Topic 842)

Transfers and Servicing
(Topic 860)

Environmental 
Obligations

(Topic 410-30)

Table/Hypercube Fair Value, Recurring 
and Nonrecurring 
[Table]

Investment Company, 
Change in Net Assets 
[Table]

SEC Schedule, 12-16, 
Insurance Companies, 
Supplementary 
Insurance Information 
[Table]

Disaggregation of 
Revenue [Table]

Lessee, Lease, 
Description [Table]

Qualitative and 
Quantitative 
Information, 
Transferor's Continuing 
Involvement [Table]

Site Contingency [Table]

Reference Role Disclosure Disclosure Disclosure Disclosure Disclosure Common Practice Recommended 
Disclosure 

Axis Fair Value Hierarchy and 
NAV [Axis] 

Class of Stock [Axis]  Segments [Axis] Product and Service 
[Axis] 

Lease Contractual Term 
[Axis]  

Qualitative and 
Quantitative 
Information, 
Transferor's Continuing 
Involvement, 
Transferred Financial 
Assets, by Transfer or 
Transferee [Axis]   

Environmental 
Remediation 
Contingency [Axis]   

Reference Role Disclosure Disclosure Disclosure Common Practice Common Practice Common Practice Recommended 
Disclosure 

Domain Fair Value Hierarchy and 
NAV [Domain]  

Class of Stock [Domain]   Segments [Axis]  Product and Service 
[Domain]

Lease Contractual Term 
[Domain] 

Qualitative and 
Quantitative 
Information, 
Transferor's Continuing 
Involvement in 
Transferred Financial 
Assets, Transfer or 
Transferee [Domain]

Environmental 
Remediation 
Contingency [Domain] 

Reference Role Disclosure Disclosure Disclosure Common Practice Common Practice Common Practice Recommended 
Disclosure 

Member Fair Value, Inputs, Level 
1 [Member] 

Common Class A 
[Member] 

Product [Member]  

Fair Value, Inputs, Level 
2 [Member]  

Common Class B 
[Member] 

Manufactured Product, 
Other [Member]

Fair Value, Inputs, Level 
3 [Member]  

Common Class C 
[Member]  

Reference Role Disclosure Common Practice Example,
Common Practice

[Line Items] 
abstract

Fair Value Measurement 
Inputs and Valuation 
Techniques [Line Items]

Investment Company, 
Change in Net Assets 
[Line Items]

SEC Schedule, 12-16, 
Insurance Companies, 
Supplementary 
Insurance Information 
[Line Items]

Disaggregation of 
Revenue [Line Items]

Lessee, Lease, 
Description [Line Items]

Qualitative and 
Quantitative 
Information, 
Transferor's Continuing 
Involvement [Line 
Items]

Site Contingency [Line 
Items]

Reference Role Disclosure Disclosure Disclosure Disclosure Disclosure Common Practice Recommended 
Disclosure 

CATEGORIES A B C D E F G

*Some [Domain] elements may include [Member] children to accommodate "other" or "miscellaneous" items. However, any specific [Member] elements are defined by users.
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Explanatory Notes

Category A

When disaggregation is required and specific categories of disaggregation are provided in the ASC, as in 

the case of the fair value measurement of assets and liabilities (for example, paragraph 820-10-50-2(b)), 

references on the hypercube, axis, domain, and member elements should be assigned disclosure reference 

roles. The [Line Items] abstract element should be given a disclosure reference role, the same reference 

role as the hypercube element.

Category B

When disaggregation is required and the specific categories are provided but the more specific members 

are not identified in the ASC, such as changes in net assets of investment companies (for example, 

paragraph 946-505-50-2(a)), references on the parts of the dimensional structure including: hypercube, 

axis, domain, and [Line Items] abstract elements, should be assigned disclosure reference roles. 

References on the member elements included as children of the domain element should be assigned 

common practice reference roles.

Category C

When disaggregation is required and the specific categories are provided but the members in those 

categories are not identified in the ASC, such as supplemental insurance information provided by 

segment (for example, paragraph 944-235-S99-1), references on the parts of the dimensional structure 

including: hypercube, axis, domain, and [Line Items] abstract elements, should be assigned disclosure 

reference roles. Member elements are defined by users, therefore, there are no member elements to which 

to assign references, however, some domain elements may include member elements as children to 

accommodate “other “ or miscellaneous items.

Category D

When there is a requirement to disaggregate the concept, for example, revenue, and the categories of 

disaggregation are not specified in the ASC, but certain categories are commonly used by filers or 

provided as examples in the ASC, the reference on the hypercube element should be given a disclosure 

reference role and the reference on the axis and domain elements should be given a common reference 

role. The [Line Items] abstract element should be given a disclosure reference role, the same reference 

role as the hypercube element.

References on axis, domain, and member elements are often assigned either the common practice role or 

the example reference role. The assignment of reference role depends on whether the categories and its 
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members that it may be disaggregated into are specified in the ASC. For example, revenue is broken out 

by an entity’s products or services, and because those categories are provided as examples in paragraph 

606-10-55-91(a), axis and domain elements have been assigned example reference roles. Other categories 

that are assigned example reference roles include, but are not limited to, geographical region (for 

example, paragraph 606-10-55-91(b)); type of customer (for example, paragraph 606-10-55-91(c)); type 

of contract (for example, 606-10-55-91(d)); and contract duration (for example, paragraph 

606-10-55-91(e)). References on member elements that represent specific items within each category 

(within each axis and domain element) are classified as common practice because, while they may be used 

frequently by entities to break down the revenue concept, they are not specifically mentioned in the ASC. 

If they are included as an example in the ASC, they are assigned the example reference role instead. The 

classification of member elements is consistent with the use of the common practice reference role for 

items that are not specifically listed in the ASC.

Category E

This category is appropriate when disaggregation is required and the specific categories of disaggregation 

are not specified in the ASC, but the guidance has a general requirement to consider the level of detail 

necessary to satisfy the disclosure objective by providing the appropriate level of information (that is, not 

so detailed that it obscures what is important and not so aggregated so that it combines items with 

different characteristics). In the case of leases, the disclosures are expected to be provided by lease type 

(for example, paragraph 842-20-50-3) and because the disclosures can be described in numerous ways, 

specific categories are not provided. The reference on the hypercube element should be given a disclosure 

reference role while the references on the axis and domain elements should be given a common reference 

role. The [Line Items] abstract element should be given a disclosure reference role, the same reference 

role as the hypercube element. Member elements are defined by users; therefore, there are no member 

elements to which to assign references.

Category F

If there is no specific requirement to disaggregate a concept or group of concepts but users commonly 

disaggregate those concepts or group of concepts, then the references for the table, axis, domain, and 

[Line Items] abstract elements of the dimensional structure should be assigned the common practice 

reference role. Member elements are not provided when common categories are used and members 

cannot be anticipated, therefore, no guidance is given on reference role. For example, in the case of 

paragraph 860-20-50-4(a), the reasons for continuing involvement and the risk related to the transferred 

assets. In particular, the principal amount outstanding, the amount that has been derecognized, the 

amount that continues to be recognized, and the terms of financial arrangements that could require the 

transferor to provide financial support.
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Category G

Finally, when a disclosure is encouraged, but not required by the ASC to be disaggregated, all of the 

references on the components of the dimensional structure (hypercube, axis, domain, and [Line Items] 

abstract elements) should be assigned a recommended disclosure reference role. Member elements are 

not provided when common categories are used and members cannot be anticipated, therefore, no 

guidance is given on the reference role. For example, in the case of environmental loss contingencies (for 

example, paragraph 410-30-50-10(d)), entities are encouraged, but not required, to disclose the amount 

accrued for environmental remediation of a site. If the disclosed information focuses on more than one 

remediation site, a dimensional structure would be required.
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Section 3. Reference Format

3.1. General Overview

The GRT includes ASC references to the FASB guidance, ASC references to SEC literature (Regulation S-X 

and Staff Accounting Bulletin), and SEC references not included in the ASC (for example, Regulation S-K 

and Rule 15c3-1, Net Capital Requirements for Brokers or Dealers) while the SRT only includes SEC and 

CFTC references. References generally include the following parts (not every part is applicable to every 

element reference):

Reference
Part

Included with ASC 
References to the 

Elements

Included with SEC 
References to the 

Elements

Publisher X X

Name X X

Topic X

Subtopic X

Section X X

Paragraph X X

Subparagraph X X

Number X

Subsection X

Footnote X

URI § X

§URI reference parts are populated automatically during the synchronization process between various platforms, the ASC 
website, and the FASB Taxonomy Online Review and Comment System. Taxonomy staff does not populate the values for this 
reference part.

Format considerations principally focus on Subparagraph parts because the other reference parts are 

similarly structured. Reference parts related to separate paragraphs or subparagraphs should not be 

combined. The same rule applies to other reference parts. For example, “Revenue from Contract with 

Customer [Text Block]” (RevenueFromContractWithCustomerTextBlock) has references to two 

subparagraphs in the ASC: 606-10-50-12(a) and (b). Those subparagraphs represent two separate 

references and should not be combined into one.
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Correct format:

Publisher: FASB
Name:  Accounting Standards

Codification
Topic:  606
Subtopic: 10
Section: 50
Paragraph: 12
Subparagraph: (a)

Publisher: FASB
Name:  Accounting Standards

Codification
Topic:  606
Subtopic: 10
Section: 50
Paragraph: 12
Subparagraph: (b)

Incorrect format:

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   606
Subtopic:  10
Section:  50
Paragraph:  12
Subparagraph: (a),(b)

In limited cases, for example, text blocks, table text blocks, and policy text blocks, a reference will only 

include the Publisher, Name, and Topic or Topic and Subtopic. For instance, “Asset Retirement 

Obligation Disclosure [Text Block]” (AssetRetirementObligationDisclosureTextBlock) is referenced to 

Topic and Subtopic in the ASC: 410-20, Asset Retirement and Environmental Obligations—Asset 

Retirement Obligations.
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3.2. ASC Guidance (Excluding Section S99)

3.2.1. References to ASC Guidance

Generally, references to requirements contained in the ASC from FASB documents should include 

Publisher, Name, Topic, Subtopic, Paragraph, and, where appropriate, Subparagraph. Only Subparagraph 

parts have special formatting considerations. All parts within the Subparagraph should be within 

parentheses and if there are multiple subparts, each subpart should be enclosed within its own 

parentheses.

Example 1—ASC reference with one subpart in subparagraph

Element “Contract with Customer, Liability” (ContractWithCustomerLiability) is found in paragraph 

606-10-50-8(a) and its reference should be formatted as follows:

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   606
Subtopic:  10
Section:  50
Paragraph:  8
Subparagraph: (a)

Example 2—ASC reference with multiple subparts in subparagraph

Element “Award Type [Axis]” (AwardTypeAxis) is an example of an element that has a Subparagraph 

with multiple subparts. It is required by paragraph 718-10-50-2(c)(1)(iv)(02) and its reference in the GRT 

is formatted as follows:

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   718
Subtopic:  10
Section:  50
Paragraph:  2
Subparagraph: (c)(1)(iv)(02)
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Note that the numbers and letters in the Subparagraph for each subpart follow the same pattern in the 

ASC guidance. For example, the Subparagraph should read “02” and not “2”:

Example 3—ASC reference with multiple subparts in subparagraph

Here is another example. Element “Arithmetic Average [Member]” (ArithmeticAverageMember) is an 

example of an element that has a Subparagraph with multiple subparts. It is referenced to paragraph 

820-10-50-2(bbb)(2)(i) and its reference in the GRT is formatted as follows:

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   820
Subtopic:  10
Section:  50
Paragraph:  2
Subparagraph: (bbb)(2)(i)
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Note that the numbers and letters in the Subparagraph for each subpart follow the same pattern in the 

ASC. For example, the Subparagraph should read “2” and not “02”:
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3.3. SEC Guidance and Section S99 of ASC

The ASC only includes selected SEC content for reference by public companies. The selected SEC content 

is located in Section S99 of each Topic, when applicable. As a result, some elements have references to 

SEC content included in the ASC (ASC reference) and SEC content not included in the ASC (SEC 

reference). For SRT elements, there may be SEC references for SEC content not included in the ASC for 

publishing in the SRT and ASC references for SEC content that is included in the GRT.

3.3.1. References to Regulation S-X

Regulation S-X is a set of SEC rules that cover form, content, and requirements for financial statements of 

public companies and other SEC registrants. As previously mentioned, an element can be referenced to 

Regulation S-X in both the SEC guidance and ASC:

– The reference to Regulation S-X included in the ASC will have the FASB as its Publisher and 

include a Section S99 as a Section reference part. Those references are referred to as ASC 

references and are only present in the GRT.

– The reference to Regulation S-X not included in the ASC will have the SEC as its Publisher and 

include a specific Paragraph or Subparagraph in Regulation S-X as a reference part. Those 

references are referred to as SEC references and are present in both the GRT and SRT or, 

collectively, the GAAP Taxonomy.

Generally, references to Regulation S-X included in Section S99 of the ASC (ASC references) can contain 

up to seven parts which include Publisher, Name, Topic, Subtopic, Section, Paragraph, and 

Subparagraph, when applicable.

However, references to Regulation S-X not included in the ASC (SEC references) can contain up to eight 

parts which include Publisher, Name, Number, Section, Subsection, Paragraph, Subparagraph, and 

Footnote, when applicable. The Publisher reference part should be “SEC” and the Name reference part 

should be “Regulation S-X (SX).” The value of the Number part for SEC references should always be 

“210.” The Section reference part for Regulation S-X should be the number that comes after 210. For 

example, the value for the Section reference part is “13” as illustrated in the screenshot below.
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Textual Presentation of Regulation S-X Guidance

Textual presentation of Regulation S-X refers to any guidance that is presented in a form of text. There is 

a difference in how references are formatted for paragraphs and subparagraphs in the ASC and SEC 

references. Overall, if text has any form of a list, whatever the first letter or number that appears within 

the text is going to be a Paragraph part's value in the SEC reference. Any lists with letters or numbers 

appearing after that should be included in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference, separated by 

parentheses. Paragraph values should not include parentheses in either ASC references or SEC references. 

The ASC reference for SEC literature included in the ASC uses the same reference parts as any ASC 

reference to other ASC Sections (See Section 3.2), but the Subparagraph's value is created using the 

following format:

(SX Number.Section-Subsection(Paragraph)(Subparagraph X)(Subparagraph 

Y)(Subparagraph Z))

Subparagraph subparts can be repeated multiple times, each time separated by parentheses.

Example 1—SEC reference with paragraph and no subparagraph

Element name: DebtDefaultLongtermDebtAmount
Element label:  Debt Instrument, Debt Default, Amount

SEC reference2

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-X (SX)
Number:  210
Section :  4
Subsection:  08
Paragraph:  c

ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   235
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  1
Subparagraph: (SX 210.4-08(c))

In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance includes items (a) through (n). The reference 

relates to item (c), therefore, “c” is a value for the Paragraph part of the SEC reference. Note that 

parentheses are not used for “c” in the Paragraph part of the SEC reference but are used within the 

Subparagraph part of the ASC reference. The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the 

formula on page 23. The SEC’s reference Number part is “210,” Section part is “4,” Subsection part is 
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“08,” and Paragraph part is “c.” Therefore, the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference should be “(SX 

210.4-08(c)).”

Please note that the Section part in the SEC reference is a single digit number “4,” not “04.” The 

Subsection reference part is a two-digit number “08,” not “8.” Both parts follow the same number 

format as it appears in the guidance.

Example 2—SEC reference with paragraph and one subpart in subparagraph

Element name: GuarantorAndIssuerGuaranteedSecurityTableTextBlock
Element label:  Guarantor and Issuer, Guaranteed Security [Table Text Block]

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-X (SX)
Number:  210
Section:  13
Subsection:  01
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (3)

ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   470
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  1A
Subparagraph: (SX 210.13-01(a)(3))
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In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance includes items (a) through (b). The reference 

relates to item (a), therefore, “a” is a value for the Paragraph part of the SEC reference. Note that 

parentheses are not used for “a” in the Paragraph part of the SEC reference but are used within the 

Subparagraph part of the ASC reference.

The second level of a list in the guidance is marked with number (3), therefore, “(3)” is a value for the 

Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. Note that in this case, the parentheses are used in the 

Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. The “(3)” is also separated by parentheses in the Subparagraph 

part of the ASC reference.

The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the formula on page 23. The SEC’s reference 

Number part is “210,” Section part is “13,” Subsection part is “01,” Paragraph part is “a,” and 

Subparagraph part is “(3).” Therefore, the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference should be “(SX 

210.13-01(a)(c)).”

Example 3—SEC reference with paragraph and multiple subparts in subparagraph

Element name: ConsolidationItemsAxis
Element label:  Consolidation Items [Axis]

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-X (SX)
Number:  210
Section:  13
Subsection:  01
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (4)(iii)(A)
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ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   470
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  1A
Subparagraph: (SX 210.13-01(a)(4)(iii)(A))

In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance includes items (a) through (b). The reference 

relates to item (a), therefore, “a” is a value for the Paragraph part of the SEC reference. Note that 

parentheses are not used for “a” in the Paragraph part of the SEC reference but are used within the 

Subparagraph part of the ASC reference.

The second level of a list in the guidance is marked with numbers. The reference specifically refers to (4), 

therefore, “(4)” is a value for the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. Note that in this case, the 

parentheses are used in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. The “(4)” is also separated by 

parentheses in the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference.

The next level of a list goes down to (iii) and (A). Each of these numbers and letters will make up the 

Subparagraph value of the SEC reference, separated by parentheses: “(4)(iii)(A).” The same rule applies 

to these values in the Subparagraph's part of the ASC reference.

The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the formula on page 23. The SEC’s reference 

Number part is “210,” Section part is “13,” Subsection part is “01,” Paragraph part is “a,” and 

Subparagraph part is “(4)(iii)(A).” Therefore, the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference should be “(SX 

210.13-01(a)(4)(iii)(A)).”
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Tabular Presentation of Regulation S-X Guidance

Tabular presentation of Regulation S-X refers to any guidance that is presented in the form of a table or a 

schedule. Generally, tables appear in Regulation S-X without any preceding textual information and are 

labeled using “Columns.” Therefore, the Paragraph part's value in the SEC reference should be column 

identification without parentheses, for example, “Column A.” Paragraph values should not include 

parentheses in either ASC references or SEC references.

If the reference refers to a specific footnote associated with the column, then the footnote number should 

be included in the Footnote part of the SEC reference as a simple number without parentheses.

If the reference also refers to any lists with letters or numbers within the footnote, they should be 

included in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference, separated by parentheses.

The ASC reference for the SEC literature included in the ASC uses the same reference parts as any ASC 

reference to other ASC Sections (See Section 3.2), but the Subparagraph's value is created using the 

following format:

(SX Number.Section-Subsection(Column V)(Footnote W)(Subparagraph X)(Subparagraph 

Y)(Subparagraph Z))

Subparagraph subparts can be repeated multiple times, each time separated by parentheses.

Example 4—SEC reference with column and no footnote

Element name: RealEstateAndAccumulatedDepreciationDescriptionOfPropertyAxis
Element label:  Name of Property [Axis]

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-X (SX)
Number:  210
Section:  12
Subsection:  28
Paragraph:  Column B

ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   970
Subtopic:  360
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  1
Subparagraph: (SX 210.12-28(Column B))
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In this example, the guidance includes a table with columns A through I. The reference relates to the 

content within column B, therefore, “Column B” is a value for the Paragraph part of the SEC reference. 

Note that parentheses are not used for “Column B” in the Paragraph part of the SEC reference but are 

used within the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference.

The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the formula on page 28. The SEC’s reference 

Number part is “210,” Section part is “12,” Subsection part is “28,” Paragraph part is “Column B.” 

Therefore, the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference should be “(SX 210.12-28(Column B).”

Example 5—SEC reference with column and footnote

Element name: ConsolidatedEntitiesAxis
Element label:  Consolidated Entities [Axis]

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-X (SX)
Number:  210
Section:  12
Subsection:  28
Paragraph:  Column E
Footnote:  4
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ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   970
Subtopic:  360
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  1
Subparagraph: (SX 210.12-28(Column E)(Footnote 4))

In this example, the guidance includes a table with columns A through I. The reference relates to the 

content within column E, therefore, “Column E” is a value for the Paragraph part of the SEC reference. 

Note that parentheses are not used for “Column E” in the Paragraph part of the SEC reference but are 

used within the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference.

Furthermore, the reference relates to a specific footnote associated with column E. The footnote number 

should be included in the Footnote part of the SEC reference as a simple number without parentheses: 

“4.”

The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the formula on page 28. The SEC’s reference 

Number part is “210,” Section part is “12,” Subsection part is “28,” Paragraph part is “Column E,” and the 

reference also has a Footnote part equal to “4.” Therefore, the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference 

should be “(SX 210.12-28(Column E)(Footnote 4)).”
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Example 6—SEC reference with column, footnote, and subparagraph

Element name: InvestmentIdentifierAxis
Element label:  Investment, Identifier [Axis]

SEC reference3

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-X (SX)
Number:  210
Section:  12
Subsection:  14
Paragraph:  Column A
Footnote:  1
Subparagraph: (a)(1)
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ASC reference4

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   946
Subtopic:  320
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  6
Subparagraph: (SX 210.12-14(Column A)(Footnote 1)(a)(1))

In this example, the guidance includes a table with columns A through F. The reference relates to the 

content within column A, therefore, “Column A” is a value for the Paragraph part of the SEC reference. 

Note that parentheses are not used for “Column A” in the Paragraph part of the SEC reference but are 

used within the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference.

Furthermore, the reference relates to a specific footnote associated with column A. The footnote number 

should be included in the Footnote part of the SEC reference as a simple number without parentheses: 

“1.”

In addition, footnote 1 has several levels of lists, both letters and numbers. Each of those numbers and 

letters will make up the Subparagraph value of the SEC reference, separated by parentheses: “(a)(1).” The 

same rule applies to these values in the Paragraph's part of the ASC reference.

The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the formula on page 28. The SEC’s reference 

Number part is “210,” Section part is “12,” Subsection part is “14,” Paragraph part is “Column A,” 

Footnote part is “1,” and Subparagraph part is “(a)(1).” Therefore, the Subparagraph part of the ASC 

reference should be “(SX 210.12-14(Column A)(Footnote 1)(a)(1)).”
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3.3.2. References to Staff Accounting Bulletins (SAB)

A SAB reflects the SEC staff's views on accounting-related disclosure practices. The structure of a SAB 

reference contains Topics, Sections, Questions and Interpretive Responses, and Subparagraphs within 

Questions and Interpretive Responses.

As previously mentioned, an element can have a SAB reference to either SEC literature, Section 99 of 

ASC, or both:

– The SAB reference included in the ASC will have the FASB as its Publisher and include Section 

S99 as a Section reference part. Those references are referred to as ASC references and are only 

present in the GRT.

– The SAB reference not included in the ASC will have the SEC as its Publisher and include specific 

Number, Section, Subsection, and Paragraph or Subparagraph in the SAB as a reference part. 

Those references are referred to as SEC references and are present in both the GRT and SRT or, 

collectively, the GAAP Taxonomy.

Generally, SAB references included in Section S99 of the ASC (ASC references) can contain up to seven 

parts which include Publisher, Name, Topic, Subtopic, Section, Paragraph, and Subparagraph, when 

applicable. SEC references also can contain up to seven parts which include Publisher, Name, Number, 

Section, Subsection, Paragraph, Subparagraph, when applicable. The Publisher part of the ASC reference 

should be “SEC” and the Name reference part should be “Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB).” SABs are 

organized by topics. Topics are included in the Number reference part:
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Each topic is broken into sections denoted by capital letters. The sections are included in the Section 

reference part:

Each section may be further broken into subsections denoted by numbers or letters. In the screenshot 

below, sections A and C have subsections and section D does not. If a subsection is present in the 

literature, the value is included in the Subsection reference part. If a subsection is not present in the 

particular section of the literature, the Subsection reference part is not used in the reference. The 

subsections might extend even further to lowercase letters. In that instance, the lowercase letter should be 

added to the number in the Subsection reference part, separated by a period and without parentheses, for 

example, “3.e”:
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Questions with interpretive responses can be included within sections or subsections of a SAB. If there is 

only one question with an interpretive response, it does not have to be included in the reference. In the 

example below, there is only one question in topic 11, section A; therefore, the reference will only include 

“Topic 11” as a Number part and “A” as a Section part:

If there are two or more questions with interpretive responses within the section or subsection, then the 

question number should be included in a Paragraph reference part as “Question X.” In the example 

below, there are two questions in topic 1, section A; therefore, the reference will include “Topic 1” as a 

Number part, “A” as a Section part, and “Question 1” or “Question 2” as a Paragraph part. Paragraph part 

values should not include parentheses in either ASC references or SEC references:
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Each question with interpretive response may or may not have subparagraphs. Any further 

disaggregation should be included in the Subparagraph reference part separated by parentheses. In the 

example below, there are two items in the list included in Question 4; therefore, the reference will include 

“Question 4” as a Paragraph part and “(i)” or “(ii)” as a Subparagraph part:
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In this example, there are three items in the list included in Question 2; therefore, the reference will 

include “Question 2” as a Paragraph part and “(1)”,“(2)”, or “(3)” as a Subparagraph part:

The ASC reference for the SEC literature included in the ASC uses the same reference parts as any ASC 

reference to other ASC Sections (See Section 3.2), but the Subparagraph's value is created using the 

following the SEC reference parts in these two formats:

(SAB Number.Section.Subsection.Paragraph(Subparagraph X)(Subparagraph Y)(Subparagraph Z))

OR

(SAB Number.Section.Subsection.QX(Subparagraph X)(Subparagraph Y)(Subparagraph Z))

Subparagraph subparts can be repeated multiple times, each time separated by parentheses.

Please note that some references in the examples that follow are included for illustrative 

purposes only to demonstrate proper structure.
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Example 1—SEC reference without subsection, question with interpretive response, or subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB)
Number:  Topic 1
Section:  N

ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   250
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  2
Subparagraph: (SAB Topic 1.N)

In this example, the reference points to topic 1 and section N. The reference does not point to any further 

disaggregation of the SEC literature. The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the 

formula on page 37. The SEC’s reference Number part is “Topic 1” and Section part is “N.” Therefore, the 

Subparagraph part of the ASC reference should be “(SAB Topic 1.N).”
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Example 2—SEC reference with one subsection

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB)
Number:  Topic 2
Section :  A
Subsection:  8

ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   805
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  2
Subparagraph: (SAB Topic 2.A.8)

In this example, the reference points to topic 2 and section A. Section A is then further disaggregated into 

subsections and the reference points to subsection 8. There is no further disaggregation of the SEC 

material.

The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the formula on page 37. The SEC’s reference 

Number part is “Topic 2,” Section part is “A,” Subsection part is “8.” Therefore, the Subparagraph part of 

the ASC reference should be “(SAB Topic 2.A.8).”

Example 3—SEC reference with multiple subsections

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB)
Number:  Topic 6
Section :  G
Subsection:  2.b.2
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ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   250
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  4
Subparagraph: (SAB Topic 6.G.2.b.2)

In this example, the reference points to topic 6 and section G. Section G is then further disaggregated into 

subsections, and the reference points to subsection 2.b.2. The subsections should be included in the 

Subsection reference part, separated by periods.

The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the formula on page 37. The SEC’s reference 

Number part is “Topic 6,” Section part is “G,” Subsection part is “2.b.2.” Therefore, the Subparagraph part 

of the ASC reference should be “(SAB Topic 6.G.2.b.2).”
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Example 4—SEC reference with subsection and question with interpretive response

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB)
Number:  Topic 5
Section:  P
Subsection:  3
Paragraph:  Question 2

ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   420
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  1
Subparagraph: (SAB Topic 5.P.3.Q2)

In this example, the reference points to topic 5 and section P. Section P is then further disaggregated into 

subsections, and the reference points to subsection 3.

Subsection 3 is then further disaggregated into questions with interpretive responses, and the reference 

points to question 2. Therefore, the Paragraph reference part includes “Question 2” as its value.
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The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the formula on page 37. The SEC’s reference 

Number part is “Topic 5,” Section part is “P,” Subsection part is “3,” Paragraph part is “Question 2.” 

Therefore, the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference should be “(SAB Topic 5.P.3.Q2).”

Please note if there is only one question with an interpretive response and it is not numbered, then the 

Paragraph part of the SEC reference should only contain letter “Q.” The Subparagraph part of the ASC 

reference will also contain letter “Q,” for example, “SAB Topic 5.P.3.Q).”

Example 5—SEC reference with subsection, question with interpretive response, and subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB)
Number:  Topic 1
Section:  B
Subsection:  1
Paragraph:  Question 1
Subparagraph: (3)
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ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   220
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  3
Subparagraph: (SAB Topic 1.B.1.Q1(3))

In this example, the reference points to topic 1 and section B. Section B is then further disaggregated into 

subsections, and the reference points to subsection 1.

Subsection 1 is then further disaggregated into questions with interpretive responses, and the reference 

points to question 1. Therefore, the Paragraph reference part is “Question 1.”. Additionally, question 1 

includes a list of items 1 through 5, and the reference points to 3. The “(3)” becomes the Subparagraph 

part of the reference with parentheses.

The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the formula on page 37. The SEC’s reference 

Number part is “Topic 1,” Section part is “B,” Subsection part is “1,” Paragraph part is “Question 1,” and 

Subparagraph part is “(3).” Therefore, the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference should be “(SAB Topic 

1.B.1.Q1(3)).”
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Example 6—SEC reference without subsection or subparagraph and with question with interpretive 

response

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB)
Number:  Topic 5
Section:  D
Paragraph:  Question 2

ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   946
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  4
Subparagraph: (SAB Topic 5.D.Q2)
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In this example, the reference points to topic 5 and section D.

Section D is then further disaggregated into questions with interpretive responses, and the reference 

points to question 2, which is included in the Paragraph part as “Question 2.” Please note that the 

subsection is not present in the literature, therefore, the Subsection reference part is not used in the 

reference.

The ASC reference’s Subparagraph part is constructed using the formula on page 37. The SEC’s reference 

Number part is “Topic 5,” Section part is “D,” Paragraph part is “Question 2.” Please note that there is not 

Subsection part. Therefore, the Subparagraph part of the ASC reference should be “(SAB Topic 5.D.Q1).”
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Example 7—SEC reference without subsection and with question with interpretive response and 

subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB)
Number:  Topic 5
Section :  L
Paragraph:  Question 1
Subparagraph: (2)

ASC reference

Publisher:  FASB
Name:   Accounting Standards Codification
Topic:   330
Subtopic:  10
Section:  S99
Paragraph:  1
Subparagraph: (SAB Topic 5.L.Q1(2))

In this example, the reference points to topic 5 and section L. Section L is then further disaggregated into 

questions with interpretive responses, and the reference points to question 1.

Question 1 includes a list of items: 1 and 2, and the reference points to 2. The “(2)” becomes the 

Subparagraph part of the reference. Please note that the subsection is not present in the literature and , 

therefore, is not used in the reference.
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3.3.3. References to Regulation S-K

Regulation S-K is a set of SEC rules that cover the requirements applicable to the content of the non-

financial statement portion of public companies and other SEC registrants’ filings. Currently, none of the 

Regulation S-K rules are included in the ASC.

References to Regulation S-K contain Publisher, Name, Number, Section, Paragraph, Subparagraph, and 

Footnote reference parts, when applicable. The Publisher reference part should be “SEC,” and the Name 

reference part should be “Regulation S-K (SK).” The value of the Number part for those references should 

always be “229.”

The Section reference part for Regulation S-K should be the number that comes after 229. For example, 

the value for the Section reference part is “1406” as illustrated in the screenshot below.

Overall, if the section has any form of a list, whatever the first letter or number that appears within the 

text is going to be a Paragraph part's value in the SEC reference. Any lists with letters or numbers 

appearing after that should be included in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference, separated by 
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parentheses. Paragraph values should not include parentheses. Subparagraph parts can be repeated 

multiple times, each time separated by parentheses.

Some Regulation S-K text contains instructions. The instructions can be applicable to entire paragraphs 

(See Example 7) or specific subparagraphs (See Examples 4, 5, and 6). Some Regulation S-K text contains 

tables and footnotes to tables (See Examples 8 and 9).

Please note that the references in Examples 4 through 9 are included for illustrative 

purposes only to demonstrate proper structure.

Example 1—SEC reference with paragraph and no subparagraph

Element name: GeographicDistributionAxis
Element label:  Geographic Distribution [Axis]

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section :  1406
Paragraph:  c

In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance is marked with lower case letters (a) through (f). 

The reference is to the entire paragraph under letter (c), therefore, “c” is a value for the Paragraph part of 

the SEC reference. Note that parentheses are not used in the Paragraph part of the SEC reference.
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Example 2—SEC reference with paragraph and one subpart in subparagraph

Element name: Geographic Distribution [Domain]
Element label:  GeographicDistributionDomain

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section:  1406
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (3)

In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance is marked with lower case letters (a) through (f). 

The reference is to the paragraph under letter (a), therefore, “a” is a value for the Paragraph part of the 

SEC reference. Note that parentheses are not used in the Paragraph part of the SEC reference.

The second level of a list in the guidance is marked with numbers (1) through (5). The reference is to item 

(3) in a list, therefore, “(3)” is a value for the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. Note that in this 

case, the parentheses are used in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference.

Example 3—SEC reference with paragraph and multiple subparts in subparagraph

Element name: TimeDepositLiabilityUninsuredMaturityOverThreeMonthsThroughSixMonths
Element label:  Time Deposit Liability, Uninsured, Maturity, over Three Months through Six

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section:  1406
Paragraph:  f
Subparagraph: (2)(ii)
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In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance is marked with lower case letters (a) through (f). 

The reference is to the paragraph under letter (f), therefore, “f” is a value for the Paragraph part of the 

SEC reference. Note that parentheses are not used in the Paragraph part of the SEC reference.

The second level of a list in the guidance is marked with numbers. The reference specifically refers to item 

(2) in a list, therefore, “(2)” is a value for the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. Note that in this 

case, the parentheses are used in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference.

The next level of a list is labeled from (i) through (iv). The reference specifically refers to (ii), therefore, 

“(ii)” is another value that will make up the Subparagraph value of the SEC reference, separated by 

parentheses: “(2)(ii).”
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Example 4—SEC reference with paragraph, one subpart in subparagraph, and instruction to 

subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section:  1202
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (2)(Instruction 3)

In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance is marked with lower case letters (a) through (b). 

The reference is to the paragraph under letter (a), therefore, “a” is a value for the Paragraph part of the 

SEC reference. Note that parentheses are not used in the Paragraph part of the SEC reference.

The second level of a list in the guidance is marked with numbers. The reference specifically refers to item 

(2) in a list, therefore, “(2)” is a value for the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. Note that in this 

case, the parentheses are used in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference.

The next level of a list is labeled from (i) through (vii). However, none of items (i) through (vii) are used 

because the text also has a set of instructions to paragraph (a)(2). There are four instructions and the 

reference points to “Instruction 3 to paragraph (a)(2).” Therefore, the Subparagraph reference part 

should include “(2)(Instruction 3)”, separated by parentheses.

Please note that if there was only one instruction, then the Subparagraph value only would include the 

word instruction, for example, “(2)(Instruction).” If the instruction was for paragraph (a)(2)(vii), then 

the Subparagraph value would include “(2)(vii)(Instruction)” (See Example 5). If the instruction itself 

had a list within its text, for example, A through C, then the Subparagraph reference part would include 

“(2)(vii)(Instruction)(C)”( See Example 6).
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Example 5—SEC reference with paragraph, multiple subparts in subparagraph, and instruction to 

subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section:  104
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (1)(vii)(Instruction)

In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance is marked with lower case letters (a) through (b). 

The reference is to the paragraph under letter (a), therefore, “a” is a value for the paragraph part of the 

SEC reference. Note that parentheses are not used for the paragraph part of the SEC reference.
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The second level of a list in the guidance is marked with numbers. The reference specifically refers to item 

(1) in a list, therefore, “(1)” is a value for the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. Note that in this 

case, the parentheses are used in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference.

The next level of a list is labeled from (i) through (vii). However, none of the items (i) through (vii) are 

used because the text also has instructions to (a)(1)(vii) identified in the text as “Instruction to Item 

104(a)(1)(vii).” Therefore, the Subparagraph reference part should include “(1)(vii)(Instruction),” 

separated by parentheses.

Example 6—SEC reference with paragraph, one subpart in subparagraph, instruction to subparagraph 

with lists

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section:  104
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (3)(Instruction)(2)

In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance is marked with lower case letters (a) through (b). 

The reference is to the paragraph under letter (a), therefore, “a” is a value for the paragraph part of the 

SEC reference. Note that parentheses are not used in the paragraph part of the SEC reference.
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The second level of a list in the guidance is marked with numbers. The reference specifically refers to item 

(3) in a list, therefore, “(3)” is a value for the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. Note that in this 

case, the parentheses are used in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference.

Subparagraph (3) includes instructions to (a)(3) identified in the text as “Instruction to Item 104(a)(3).” 

Therefore, the Subparagraph reference part should include “(3)(Instruction),” separated by parentheses. 

Additionally, the instruction itself has a list of items 1 through 6 and the reference points to item 2, 

therefore, the Subparagraph reference part should include “(2)” after “(Instruction)” as follows, separated 

by parentheses: “(3)(Instruction)(2).”
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Example 7—SEC reference with paragraph and instruction to paragraph

Instruction to the entire section should not be used as a stand-alone reference. The instruction by its 

nature is related to a piece of text within the guidance. Therefore, if the instruction needs to be 

referenced, the element should include two references:

– Reference to the paragraph or subparagraph
– Reference to instruction with content related to that paragraph or subparagraph.

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section:  1404
Paragraph:  a

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section:  1404
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (Instruction 3)

The element should include two references: one reference to paragraph (a) and one reference to the 

instruction.

In this example, the instruction included in the Regulation S-K guidance is for the entire section: 

“Instruction to Item 1404.” However, if you read its content, it is clearly related to paragraph (a) on 

maturities. Therefore, the reference to the instruction should include Paragraph reference part “a” even 

though “Instruction to Item 1404” implies that the instruction points to the text included in both (a) and 

(b) or, in other words, to the entire section 1404. Note that parentheses are not used in the paragraph part 

of the SEC reference.

“Instruction 3” then becomes a value for the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. Note that 

parentheses are used for the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference.

If there are multiple instructions, the Subparagraph reference part should include the number as well, 

for example, “(Instruction 3)” with parentheses.
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Example 8—SEC reference with one table and footnotes

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section :  1302
Paragraph:  d
Subparagraph: (Table 1)
Footnote:  1

In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance is marked with lower case letters (a) through (f). 

The reference is to the paragraph under letter (d), therefore, “d” is a value for the paragraph part of the 

SEC reference. Note that parentheses are not used in the paragraph part of the SEC reference.

The reference specifically refers to a footnote for a table. The table is labeled “Table 1 to Paragraph (d)” so 

it applies to the entire paragraph (d). When there is only one table for paragraph (d), the reference should 

follow the table’s name, therefore, “(Table 1)” is a value for the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. 

Note that in this case, the parentheses are used in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference.

The table also includes footnotes to specific items within the table. The reference points to footnote 1, 

therefore, the Footnote reference part should include “1” without parentheses.
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Please note that some tables are not identified as “Table #” and the name of the table is included instead. 

In that case, the Subparagraph reference part should just say “(Table),” as follows:

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section:  402
Paragraph:  g
Subparagraph: (1)(Table)
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Example 9—SEC reference with multiple tables and footnote

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Regulation S-K (SK)
Number:  229
Section:  1303
Paragraph:  b
Subparagraph: (Table 2)
Footnote:  1
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In this example, the first level of a list in the guidance is marked with lower case letters (a) through (b). 

The reference is to the paragraph under letter (b), therefore, “b” is a value for the paragraph part of the 

SEC reference. Note that parentheses are not used in the paragraph part of the SEC reference.

The reference specifically refers to a footnote of the table. There are two tables in paragraph (b) labeled 

“Table 1 to Paragraph (b)” and “Table 2 to Paragraph (b).” The reference applies to the second table, 

therefore, “(Table 2)” is a value for the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. Note that in this case, the 

parentheses are used in the Subparagraph part of the SEC reference. The table has only one footnote but 

because the footnote is labeled “1”, the Footnote reference part should include “1.”
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3.3.4. References to Rules 15c3-1 and 15c3-3

The SEC's uniform net capital requirements for brokers or dealers in Rule 15c3-1 and for customer 

protection in Rule 15c3-3 make up the foundation of the securities industry's financial responsibility 

framework. Currently, none of the rules are included in the ASC.

References to Rules 15c3-1 and 15c3-3 contain Publisher, Name, Number, Section, Paragraph, and 

Subparagraph reference parts, when applicable. The Publisher reference part should be “SEC,” and the 

Name reference part should be either “Rule 15c3-1” or “Rule 15c3-3.” The Number part's value for these 

references should always be “240” and the Section reference part should be either “15c3-1” or “15c3-3.”

Rule 15c3-1 includes a list starting with lower case letters, for example, “(a)”, “(b)”, etc. Those letters 

should be included as the Paragraph part's value in the reference without parentheses, for example, “a” or 

“b.”
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Any lists with letters or numbers appearing after that should be included in the Subparagraph part of the 

SEC reference, separated by parentheses. In this example, there are three levels of lists:

Level 1—(1), (2), etc.
Level 2—(i), (ii), etc.
Level 3—(A), (B), (C), etc.

Therefore, the reference will include “a” as a Paragraph part and “(1)(ii),” “(1)(ii)(A),” “(1)(ii)(B),” or 

“(1)(ii)(C)” as a Subparagraph part. Currently, none of the SEC references to Rule 15c3-1 have Paragraph 

parts or Subparagraph parts.

Rule 15c3-3 has the same structure.
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Example 1—SEC reference for Rule 15c3-1 without paragraph or subparagraph

Element name: MinimumNetCapitalRequired1
Element label:  Broker-Dealer, Minimum Net Capital Required, Aggregate Indebtedness Standard

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Rule 15c3-1
Number:  240
Section:  15c3-1

This reference does not point to any paragraphs or subparagraphs.

Example 2—SEC reference for Rule 15c3-3 with paragraph and subparagraph

SEC reference5

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Rule 15c3-3
Number:  240
Section:  15c3-3
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (1)(ii)

In this example, the reference points to Rule 15c3-3. Rule 15c3-3 is disaggregated into sections (a) 

through (o). Those sections are included in the Paragraph part without parentheses. Section (a) is then 

further disaggregated into a list of 1 through 17, and the reference points to 1. The “(1)” becomes the 

Subparagraph part of the reference. Section (1) has a list with items (i) through (iv), and the reference 

points to (ii). The Subparagraph part of the reference should then include “(1)(ii).”
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3.3.5. References to Form 20-F

The SEC's Form 20-F contains general instructions that are referenced in the Taxonomy. Currently, none 

of these general instructions are included in the ASC. Form 20-F references contain Publisher, Name, 

Number, Section, Paragraph, and Subparagraph reference parts, when applicable. The Publisher 

reference part should be “SEC,” and the Name reference part should be “Form 20-F.”

Form 20-F's general instructions contain parts that should be included in the Number reference part as 

“Part X.” For example, “Part III” is a Number part for the reference below:

Parts consist of Items that should be included in the Section reference part as “Item X.” For example, 

“Item 17” is a Section part for the reference below:
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Items can contain either a list with letters (see letters in blue boxes) or instructions to the entire Item (see 

instructions in green boxes).

or
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Instructions are always labeled as “Instructions to Item X.” Please note that lists with letters also can 

contain instructions to each item in a list and such instructions will be labeled as specific to that item, for 

example, “Instruction to Item X(x)(x)” or “Instruction to paragraph (x) of Item X.” Those types of 

instructions should be included in the Subparagraph reference part with parentheses. See Examples 2 and 

3.

The Items that contain a list with letters should have such letters included as a Paragraph part's value in 

the reference without parentheses, for example, “a” without parentheses as a Paragraph part's value for 

the reference below:

Or “B” without parentheses as a Paragraph part's value for the reference below:

If an Item has only one instruction, the reference will have no Paragraph reference part and the 

Subparagraph reference part should be “(Instruction),” for example, “(Instruction)” with parentheses as 

the Subparagraph part's value for the reference below:
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If an Item has several instructions, then the Subparagraph's reference part should include “(Instruction 

X),” for example, “(Instruction 2)” with parentheses as the Subparagraph part's value for the reference 

below:

Any lists with letters or numbers appearing after that should be included in the Subparagraph part of the 

SEC reference, separated by parentheses. For example, the reference for the subparagraph below will 

include “Part II” as a Number part, “Item 16F” as a Section part, “a” as a Paragraph part without 

parentheses, and “(1)(iii)(B)” as a Subparagraph part:
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For example, the reference for the subparagraph below will include “Part II” as a Number part, “Item 

16H” as a Section part, no Paragraph part, and “(Instruction 3)(b)” as a Subparagraph part:

Please note that some references in the examples that follow are included for illustrative 

purposes only to demonstrate proper structure.
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Example 1—SEC reference with letter paragraph and subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Form 20-F
Number:  Part II
Section:  Item 16F
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (1)(iii)(B)

In this example, the reference points to Part II of the general instructions to Form 20-F. “Part II” is 

included in the Number part of the reference. Part II is disaggregated into Items and the reference points 

to “Item 16F,” which is the Section part of the reference. Item 16F is then further disaggregated into a list 

of (a) through (b), and the reference points to (a), therefore, “a” becomes the Paragraph part of the 

reference without parentheses.

Paragraph (a) has a list of items (1) through (3) and the reference points to (1). The text in item (1) is also 

disaggregated into (i) through (v), and the reference points to (iii). Section (iii) is further split up into (A) 

and (B) and the reference points to (B). All these items from the list are included in the Subparagraph 

part of the reference separated by parentheses: “(1)(iii)(B).”
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Example 2—SEC reference with letter paragraph and instruction to letter paragraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Form 20-F
Number:  Part II
Section:  Item 16A
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (Instruction)

In this example, the reference points to Part II of the general instructions to Form 20-F. “Part II” is 

included in the Number part of the reference. Part II is disaggregated into items, and the reference points 

to “Item 16A,” which is a Section part of the reference. Item 16A is then further disaggregated into a list of 

items (a) through (d), and the reference points to (a), therefore, “a” becomes the Paragraph part of the 

reference without parentheses.

Paragraph (a) has a list of items (1) through (3), and the instruction points to the entire paragraph (a). 

The reference points to the instructions to the entire paragraph, therefore, the word “Instruction” is 

included in the Subparagraph reference part with parentheses. If instructions had any further 

disaggregation, each item from the list would be included in the Subparagraph reference part separated 

by parentheses, for example, “(Instruction)(a)(ii).”
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Example 3—SEC reference with letter paragraph and instruction to subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Form 20-F
Number:  Part II
Section :  Item 16H
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (vi)(Instruction)

In this example, the reference points to Part II of the general instructions to Form 20-F. “Part II" is 

included in the Number part of the reference. Part II is disaggregated into items and the reference points 

to “Item 16H,” which is a Section part of the reference. Item 16H is then further disaggregated into a list 

of items (a) through (c), and the reference points to (a). In this case, “a” becomes the Paragraph part of 

the reference without parentheses.

Paragraph (a) has a list of items (i) through (vii), and the reference points to (vi). Section (vi) has 

instructions specific to paragraph (vi) as indicated in its name “Instruction to Item 16H(a)(vi).” All these 

items from the list are included in the Subparagraph part of the reference, separated by parentheses: 

“(vi)(Instruction).”
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Example 4—SEC reference without paragraph and with one instruction

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Form 20-F
Number:  Part II
Section:  Item 16G
Subparagraph: (Instruction)

In this example, the reference points to Part II of the general instructions to Form 20-F. “Part II” is 

included in the Number part of the reference. Part II is disaggregated into items and the reference points 

to “Item 16G,” which is a Section part of the reference. Item 16G has no further disaggregation but does 

include a portion of the text labeled “Instructions to Item 16G.” Instructions are included in the 

Subparagraph reference parts; therefore, the reference will have no Paragraph part. “Instructions to Item 

16G” has no disaggregation or a list; therefore, the Subparagraph part of the reference will only include 

the word “(Instruction)". 

Example 5—SEC reference with multiple instructions as paragraph and subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Form 20-F
Number:  Part II
Section:  Item 16H
Subparagraph: (Instruction 3) (b)

In this example, the reference points to Part II of the general instructions to Form 20-F. “Part II” is 

included in the Number part of the reference. Part II is disaggregated into items and the reference points 

to “Item 16H,” which is a Section part of the reference. Item 16H has no further disaggregation but does 

include a portion of a text labeled as “Instructions to Item 16H.” The reference points to item “3” of the 

“Instructions to Item 16H”, therefore, “(Instruction 3)” is included in the Subparagraph reference part 
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with parentheses. Instructions are always included in the Subparagraph reference parts; therefore, the 

reference will have no Paragraph part. Instruction 3 of the “Instructions to Item 16H” is then further 

disaggregated by a list of items (a) through (c), and the reference points to (b); therefore, the 

Subparagraph part of the reference includes “(Instruction 3)” and “(b).”
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3.3.6. References to Investment Company Act of 1940

The Investment Company Act of 1940 regulates the organization of companies, including mutual funds, 

that engage primarily in investing, reinvesting, and trading in securities, and whose own securities are 

offered to the investing public. Currently, none of the Investment Company Act of 1940 guidance is 

included into the ASC.

References to the Investment Company Act of 1940 contain Publisher, Name, Number, Section, 

Subsection, Paragraph, and Subparagraph reference parts, when applicable. The Publisher reference part 

should be “SEC,” and the Name reference part should be “Investment Company Act of 1940.”

If the referenced language is included in the Code of Federal Regulations, the value of the Number part 

for those references should be “270.”

If the referenced language is not included in the Code of Federal Regulations, the Number reference part 

should remain blank.

If the referenced language is included in the Code of Federal Regulations, the Section reference part for 

the Investment Company Act of 1940 should be the number that comes after the Part’s number. For 

example, the Part’s number is indicated by the blue box in the screenshot below. The value for the Section 

reference part is “0” as illustrated in the red box in the screenshot below.
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If the referenced language is not included in the Code of Federal Regulations, the Section reference part 

should be the number that comes after “SEC.” in the text. For example, the value for the Section reference 

part is “1” as illustrated in the screenshot below.

Overall, if the section has any form of a list, whatever the first letter or number that appears within the 

text is going to be a Paragraph part's value in the reference. Any lists with letters or numbers appearing 

after that should be included in the Subparagraph part of the reference, separated by parentheses. 

Paragraph values should not include parentheses. Subparagraph parts can be repeated multiple times, 

each time separated by parentheses.
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Language Included in the Code of Federal Regulations

The following examples are for the references with referenced language included in the Code of Federal 

Regulations.

Please note that some references in the examples that follow are included for illustrative 

purposes only to demonstrate proper structure.

Example 1—SEC reference without paragraph or subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Investment Company Act of 1940
Number:  270
Section :  0
Subsection:  8

In this example, the reference relates to Part 270 of the Investment Company Act of 1940; therefore, the 

Number reference part includes “270.” The Part is then disaggregated into a list of §270.0 through 

§270.60a. The reference relates to §270.0, therefore, the Section reference part includes “0.”

Section 270.0 is disaggregated into subsections 1 through 11 and the reference relates to 8, therefore, “8” 

is a value for the Subsection part of the reference. Note that parentheses are not used in the Subsection 

part of the reference. There is no further disaggregation.
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Example 2—SEC reference with paragraph and one subpart in subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Investment Company Act of 1940
Number:  270
Section:  12d3
Subsection:  1
Paragraph:  b
Subparagraph: (2)

In this example, the reference relates to Part 270 of the Investment Company Act of 1940, therefore, the 

Number reference part includes “270.” The Part is then disaggregated into a list of §270.0 through 

§270.60a. The reference relates to §270.12d3, therefore, the Section reference part includes “12d3.”
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Section 270.12d3 has only one number, therefore, “1” is a value for the Subsection part of the reference.

Section 270.12d3-1 is disaggregated into (a) through (d) and the reference relates to (b), therefore, “b” is a 

value for the Paragraph part of the reference. Note that in this case, the parentheses are not used in the 

Paragraph part of the reference. The second level of a list in the regulation has numbers (1) through (3), 

therefore, “(2)” is a value for the Subparagraph part of the reference. Note that in this case, the 

parentheses are used in the Subparagraph part of the reference.
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Example 3—SEC reference with paragraph and multiple subparts in subparagraph

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Investment Company Act of 1940
Number:  270
Section:  38a
Subsection:  1
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (4)(iii)(A)

In this example, the reference relates to Part 270 of the Investment Company Act of 1940, therefore, the 

Number reference part includes “270.” The Part is then disaggregated into a list of §270.0 through 

§270.60a. The reference relates to §270.38a, therefore, the Section reference part includes “38a.”
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Section 270.38a has only one number at the next level, therefore, “1” is a value for the Subsection part of 

the reference.

Section 270.38a-1 is disaggregated into (a) through (e). The “a” is a value for the Paragraph part of the 

reference. Note that parentheses are not used in the Paragraph part of the reference.
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The second level of a list in the regulation has numbers (1) through (4), therefore, “(4)” is a value for the 

Subparagraph part of the reference. Note that in this case, the parentheses are used in the Subparagraph 

part of the reference.

The third level of a list in the guidance has lower case roman numbers (i) through (iv). The reference 

specifically refers to (iii), therefore, “(iii)” is an additional value for the Subparagraph part of the 

reference.

The fourth level of a list has upper case letters “(A)” through “(B). The reference specifically refers to (A), 

therefore, “(A)” is an additional value for the Subparagraph part of the reference.

All four components that include “(4)”, “(iii)”, and “(A)” will make up the Subparagraph value of the 

reference, separated by parentheses: “(4)(iii)(A).”
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Language Not Included in the Code of Federal Regulations

The following examples are for the references with referenced language not included in the Code of 

Federal Regulations.

The references not included in the Code of Federal Regulations come from the PDF version of the 

Investment Company Act of 1940 linked here from the SEC’s website: https://www.govinfo.gov/content/

pkg/COMPS-1879/pdf/COMPS-1879.pdf
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Example 4—SEC reference without paragraph or subparagraph

SEC reference6

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Investment Company Act of 1940
Section :  58

In this example, the reference relates to Section 58 identified in the Investment Company Act of 1940 as 

“Sec. 58,” therefore, the Section reference part includes “58.” The entire section of the act is referenced 

here. Please note that there is no Number part in this reference.

Example 5—SEC reference with paragraph and no subparagraph

SEC reference6

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Investment Company Act of 1940
Section:  62
Paragraph:  1

In this example, the reference relates to Section 62 identified in the Investment Company Act of 1940 as 

“Sec. 62,” therefore, the Section reference part includes “62.” Please note that there is no Number part in 

this reference. Section 62 is then disaggregated into a list of (1) and (2). The reference relates to (1), 

therefore, the Paragraph reference part includes “1.” Note that parentheses are not used in the Paragraph 

part of the reference.
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Example 6—SEC reference with paragraph and one subpart in subparagraph

Element name: InvestmentCompanySeniorSecurityStockAssetCoverageRatio
Element label:  Investment Company, Senior Security, Stock, Asset Coverage Ratio

SEC reference

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Investment Company Act of 1940
Section:  61
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (1)

In this example, the reference relates to Section 61 identified in the Investment Company Act of 1940 as 

“Sec. 61,” therefore, the Section reference part includes “61.” Please note that there is no Number part in 

this reference. Section 61 is then disaggregated into a list of (a) and (b). The reference relates to (a), 

therefore, the Paragraph reference part includes “a.” Note that parentheses are not used in the Paragraph 

part of the reference.

The second level of a list has numbers (1) through (5) and the reference relates to (1), therefore, “(1)” is a 

value for the Subparagraph part of the reference. Note that in this case, the parentheses are used in the 

Subparagraph part of the reference.
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Example 7—SEC reference with paragraph and multiple subparts in subparagraph

SEC reference7

Publisher:  SEC
Name:   Investment Company Act of 1940
Section:  61
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (2)(A)(ii)

In this example, the reference relates to Section 61 identified in the Investment Company Act of 1940 as 

“Sec. 61,” therefore, the Section reference part includes “61.” Please note that there is no Number part in 

this reference. Section 61 is then disaggregated into a list of (a) and (b). The reference relates to (a), 

therefore, the Paragraph reference part includes “a.” Note that parentheses are not used in the Paragraph 

part of the reference.

The second level of a list has numbers (1) through (5) and the reference relates to (2), therefore, “(2)” is a 

value for the Subparagraph part of the reference. Note that in this case, the parentheses are used in the 

Subparagraph part of the reference.
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The third level of a list has upper case letters (A) through (D). The reference refers to (A), therefore, “(A)” 

is another value for the Subparagraph part of the reference, separated by parentheses.

The fourth level of a list has lower case roman numbers (i) through (ii). The reference specifically refers to 

(ii), therefore, “(ii)” is an additional value for the Subparagraph part of the reference.

All three components: “(2)”, “(A)”, and “(ii)” will make up the Subparagraph value of the reference, 

separated by parentheses: “(2)(A)(ii).”
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3.4. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) Guidance

3.4.1. References to CFTC Regulation

The Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) regulates the trading of commodity futures in the United States. 

Under the CEA, the CFTC has the authority to establish regulations that are published in the Title 17, 

Chapter I of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).

References to CFTC regulations contain Publisher, Name, Number, Section, Paragraph, and 

Subparagraph reference parts, when applicable. The Publisher reference part should be “CFTC,” and the 

Name reference part should be “CFTC Regulation.”

The Number reference part for the CFTC regulation should be the number that comes after “Part,” for 

example, the value for the Number reference part is “1” as illustrated in the screenshot below.

The Section reference part for the CFTC regulation should be the number that comes after the Part’s 

number. For example, the Part’s number is indicated by the blue box in the screenshot below. The value 

for the Section reference part is “17” as illustrated in the red box in the screenshot below.
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Overall, if the section has any form of a list or lists, whatever the first letter or number that appears within 

the text is going to be a Paragraph part's value in the CFTC reference. Any lists with letters or numbers 

appearing after that should be included in the Subparagraph part of the CFTC reference, separated by 

parentheses. Paragraph values should not include parentheses. Subparagraph parts can be repeated 

multiple times, each time separated by parentheses.

Example 1—CFTC reference with paragraph and no subparagraph

CFTC reference8

Publisher:  CFTC
Name:   CFTC Regulation
Number:  22
Section :  4
Paragraph:  b

In this example, the reference relates to Part 22 of the CFTC regulation, therefore, the Number reference 

part includes “22.” The Part is then disaggregated into a list of §22.1 through §22.17. The reference relates 

to §22.4, therefore, the Section reference part includes “4.”
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The first level of a list within §22.4 is marked with lower case letters (a) and (b) and the reference relates 

to (b), therefore, “b” is a value for the Paragraph part of the CFTC reference. Note that parentheses are 

not used in the Paragraph part of the reference.
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Example 2—CFTC reference with paragraph and one subpart in subparagraph

Element name: NetCapitalUnderCommodityExchangeActComputation
Element label:  Futures Commission Merchant, Commodity Exchange Act, Adjusted Net Capital

CFTC reference

Publisher:  CFTC
Name:   CFTC Regulation
Number:  1
Section:  17
Paragraph:  c
Subparagraph: (5)

In this example, the reference relates to Part 1 of the CFTC regulation, therefore, the Number reference 

part includes “1.” The Part 1 is then disaggregated into a list of §1.1 through §1.75. The reference relates to 

§1.17, therefore, the Section reference part includes “17.”
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The first level of a list within §1.17 is marked with lower case letters (a) through (j) and the reference 

relates to (c), therefore, “c” is a value for the Paragraph part of the CFTC reference. Note that parentheses 

are not used in the Paragraph part of the reference.

The second level of a list in the regulation is marked with numbers (1) through (8), therefore, “(5)” is a 

value for the Subparagraph part of the CFTC reference. Note that in this case, the parentheses are used in 

the Subparagraph part of the reference.
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Example 3—CFTC reference with paragraph and multiple subparts in subparagraph

Element name: NetCapitalExcessShortageUnderCommodityExchangeAct
Element label:  Futures Commission Merchant, Commodity Exchange Act, Excess Net Capital

CFTC reference

Publisher:  CFTC
Name:   CFTC Regulation
Number:  1
Section:  17
Paragraph:  a
Subparagraph: (1)(i)

In this example, the reference relates to Part 1 of the CFTC regulation, therefore, the Number reference 

part includes “1.” The Part 1 is then disaggregated into a list of §1.1 through §1.75. The reference relates to 

§1.17, therefore, the Section reference part includes “17.”
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The first level of a list within §1.17 lower case letters (a) through (j) and the reference relates to (a), 

therefore, “a” is a value for the Paragraph part of the CFTC reference. Note that parentheses are not used 

in the Paragraph part of the reference.

The second level of a list in the regulation is marked with numbers (1) through (8), therefore, “(1)” is a 

value for the Subparagraph part of the CFTC reference. Note that in this case, the parentheses are used in 

the Subparagraph part of the reference.

The third level of a list in the guidance is marked with lower case roman numbers (i) through (iii). The 

reference specifically refers to (i), therefore, “(i)” is a value for the Subparagraph part of the CFTC 

reference. Both “(1)” and “(i)” will make up the Subparagraph value of the CFTC reference, separated by 

parentheses: “(1)(i).”
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Appendix

The following decision tree shows how roles are assigned to references on elements

ASC Topic Level
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Paragraph Level
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Subparagraph Level—List of Items
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Paragraph Level—Dimensional Structure (Part 1)
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Paragraph Level—Dimensional Structure (Part 2)
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Paragraph Level—Tabular Disclosure
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